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of finding a place in the standard treatises have had to be rediscovered is
perhaps due partly to the fact that the journal to which they were
communicated was not primarily mathematical. Hermite's better known
formulae, Journal fur Math., 81 (1876), 220; Oeuvres III, 236; Krause,
Theorie der Doppeltperiodischen Functionen (1895), 129, may have diverted
attention, and they have a different basis. Reference should be made to
an excellent paper by Andre, Ann. Ec. Normale (2), 8 (1879), 151, who
does not however anticipate the use of recurrence formulae involving
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ON A SPECIAL FUNCTIONAL EQUATION

KURT MAHLER f.

In this note I consider real functions of a variable z ^ 0, which satisfy
the functional equation

CO

where w^O and q (0<q<l) are real constants. I prove that, for
large z,

if f(z) is greater than a positive constant and is bounded in every finite
interval.

From this result, an approximate formula for the number of solutions
of

h = ho-\~rh1-\-r
2h2-{-... (r ̂  2 a constant integer)

in non-negative integers hQ, h1} h2, ... is derived, when h is large.

1. Construction of a special solution.

Let (x) be an arbitrary real number different from zero, and let q be a
number such that 0 < q < 1. In this note we study those solutions of

f Received and read 15 December, 1939.
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the functional equation

)—f(z) =

which are j>ositive for all sufficiently large positive values of z.
We first find a S23ecial analytic solution f(z) of (1) and suppose that it

can be written as

where u(x) is an unknown function; under the integral sign

qXi __ g.r/ log q

with the real value of log q. Then obviously

f(z+<o)—f(z) ;
— uix\

J-oo

and

M (.r) e ^ ' ' ' dx = u (x -\-i) eSf'" dx,
-A J - V,

assuming that the path of integration can be moved parallel to itself a
distance 1.

Hence we must determine u(x) so that it satisfies the functional
equation

(2) u(x+i) = u{x)

i.e. the equation

u(x) = u(x-i) ^ -

Put

and u(x)=U (totfx-W) v (x).

Obviously U(t) is an integral function of t and satisfies the equation

Hence v(x) must satisfy the equation

v(x) = v{x—i)
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Now the special function

where c is an arbitrary constant, has this property; therefore

u(x) = ce*(l08aXx--''')2 U{w^*r-iii)

satisfies (2). We replace x by x-\-U and put c—( — ~ - ~ ) ; then

we obtain the special solution of the functional equation (1), namely

(3) <P{z\u))= ,

Evidently 3>(z| o>) is an integral function of z. It can now be easily verified
that the transformations under the integral sign made in this construction
of O are legitimate.

2. The infinite series for <\>(Z\UJ).

For OJ = 0, <D(z|co) becomes

(4) F(z) =

and it is easily proved that this new function satisfies the equation

(5) F'(z) = F(qz).

From the integral,

F(z) is an integral function and can therefore be expanded as a power series

1?(-y\ V n -yh I.. 1 \
I1 \Zj — ZJ «*/J Z V^Q — -*•/•

By means of (5), the coefficients a,,, are easily determined; the result is

« = U ''' •

We can express (l>(s| cu) as a scries in terms of F(z). For write £7 (£) as
an infinite power series

U(t)= £ Aht\
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where the first coefficients are

1
1 2(l-<z)'

A - q

•"•2 — TFT

t J g2

T

^ 3 =

On majorizing U(t) by using (e'—l)/t<^.el, we find

Substituting the series

A=0

which converges uniformly for all real values of x, under the integral sign
in (3), we get

Zir

Now

Hence, if we replace x by x—hi in the integral of index h,

O(z|o,)= \/(lOgy/q)) £ Ah(ajVq)q [e
V \ Zn I h=0 J_oo

and therefore

(7) <D(?|co)= £ AhajhqlMh+1»F(qt>z).
h=0

From this formula, we easily derive the power series

0(2leu) = 2 ( I AhWh+u+hn+Mn»)1 V
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3. The asymptotic behaviour of F(z) and <I>(z|a>).

119

Suppose now that z is real and positive and tends to + oo. Then, by
means of (7), an asymptotic formula for <D(z|a>) can be obtained if one
for F(z) is already known. The latter we find in the following way:

Put

and let n be the positive integer for which

(9) q~<'n-1)n^z<q-n(nJr\)',

thus 7*:

n * V w ' *

Then .F(z) can be written as

(10) F(z) = ^—^-

with the error term

00

nik2rn(z)=—
n *~n+i

— J
7 TTTT — !

\{n+k)\ /
7 TTTT

n / \{n+k)\

say. Here

Further

r ln-K*-V == 0(2i<n»:-n)).

[n'c

Put

(n+k)\
n n

n—i.i \ n—2j '"

and, therefore, in both cases and also for k = 0,

f o r
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Also, since ex ̂  l-\-x for all real x,

7,2

n n—\k\

L2

for JC > 0,

fOr

and A =• 1 for k = 0. Hence for | k | ̂  ?i* and all sufficiently large 2, and so n,

(w+ifc)!
— 1 2n~K

Write

Then

and

2 J g
U-<n*

Therefore, finally,

2 ? '* 2 (2?-*) w (7^r i - i )= S . + 2 = S 1 + 2 2 .

and

Hence, from (10),

(ll)
ln(n-l)zn

where ?i is given bjr (9). Hence for large z

and therefore, by (7),

= 1 ,2 ,3 ,

so that also

(12)
n

rJ'he last two formulae give as a first approximation

(13)
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4. The general solution of {f(z-\-a>)—f(z)}/a>=f(qz).

THEOREM. Let f(z) be a real function of the real variable z^-0 which in
every finite interval is bounded, but not necessarily continuous, and which
satisfies the equation

f(z+w)—f(z)

//, as z—>oo, n is the integer for which

q-in-i) n ^.z < q~r> {

then f(z) = 0 f j —

This inequality can be improved to

J x ' n\

is greater than a positive constant C for all sufficiently large

Proof. By (12), there exists a positive number £ such that

<D(z|w)>0 for z > £ .

Put £' =

Then there is a positive constant c such that

) for

and if f(z) > 0 in this whole interval, there is a second positive constant
c' such that

/(z)>c'0>(z|a>) for

Put gn(z) = c®(z\aj)-

and in the special case when f(z) ^ C for large z > 0, put

Both functions h(z) = gn{z) and h(z) — g'v{z) are non-negative in £ ̂ .z ^ C,'
and satisfy the functional equation
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i.e. h(z-{-co) = h{z)-t-coh{qz) (o> > 0),

h(z) = h(z—\u>\)+\u>\h{qz) (w<0).

Hence, given any number z > £', there exist an index r, and r numbers
zv z2, ...,zr in the closed interval (£, £') and r positive numbers olf a2, ..., ar,
such that

h(z) = a1h{z1)+aih(z2) + ...+arh(zr).

Therefore h(z)^0 for z > £,

and the theorem follows at once, since in (12)

The special function

f(z) = 4>(z\co)

shows that the error factor e0(1) does not necessarily tend to a limit.

5. An application to a special partition problem.

It is easily verified that, if r ^ 2 is an integer, and

n (i-zrh)-l= It chth,
h=0 A=0

then C/>r= @hr+l = . . . = Chr+r-1) @hr= ^(/»-l)r~f @[h/r]r >

obviously Ch is the number of solutions of

in non-negative integers hOi h1} h2, ....
Let us define a function of the variable z ^ 0 by

f{z) = Chr for

Then f(z) > 0 for all z > 0, and

Hence, by the theorem of §4 for large z,
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where n is the integer for which

This gives for integral z an asymptotic formula for Ch; the first term of
this formula is

log Ch ~ \ , .b h 21ogr
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A CHARACTERIZATION OF SCHOUTEN'S AND HAYDEN'S
DEFORMATION METHODS

N.

1. Introduction.

In this note we give a geometric interpretation of both Schouten'a
method of studying deformations (known as the absolute variation, 1) and
Hayden's method (known as either the direction deformation, 2, or the
apparent differential, 3). We use the terms "variation" and "deforma-
tion" interchangeably. Our discussion reveals that both Schouten's and
Hayden's deformation methods can be characterized in a very simple
manner.

We consider a manifold Ln of n dimensions with a general connection.
In this manifold, we imbed a submanifold Xm of m dimensions.
By use of the projection factors, 4, a connection is induced in this
submanifold and hence it can be denoted by Lm. Furthermore, attached
to each point of Ln is a local affine space En. In each such Ent there
exist three types of vectors which can be distinguished under deform-
ation: (1) the measure vectors; (2) the coordinate differential vectors
or linear elements; (3) all other vectors.

V

OUT fundamental idea is that the deformation operato?' (8), which has all
the operator properties of the covariant differential operator (8), acts only
on En quantities. From this idea, we are easily led to the characterization

f Received 6 December, 1939; read 15 December, 1931).


